Redox-dependent structure change and hyperfine nuclear magnetic resonance shifts in cytochrome c.
Proton nuclear magnetic resonance assignments for reduced and oxidized equine cytochrome c show that many individual protons exhibit different chemical shifts in the two protein forms, reflecting diamagnetic shift effects due to structure change, and in addition contact and pseudocontact shifts that occur only in the paramagnetic oxidized form. To evaluate the chemical shift differences (delta delta) for structure change, we removed the pseudocontact shift contribution by a calculation based on knowledge of the electron spin g tensor. The g-tensor parameters were determined from the delta delta values of a large set (64) of C alpha H protons at well-defined spatial positions in the oxidized horse protein. The g-tensor calculation, when repeated using only 12 available C alpha H proton resonances for cytochrome c from tuna, proved to be remarkably stable. The largest principal value of the g tensor (gz) falls precisely along the ligand bond between the heme iron and methionine-80 sulfur, while gx and gy closely match the natural heme axes defined by the pyrrole nitrogens. The derived g tensor was then used together with spatial coordinates for the oxidized form to calculate the pseudocontact shift contribution (delta pc) to proton resonances at 400 identifiable sites throughout the protein, so that the redox-dependent chemical shift discrepancy, delta delta-delta pc, could be evaluated. Large residual changes in chemical shift define the Fermi contact shifts, which are found as expected to be limited to the immediate covalent structure of the heme and its ligands and to be asymmetrically distributed over the heme. Smaller chemical shift discrepancies point to a concerted change, involving residues 39-43 and 50-60 (bottom of the protein), and to other changes in the immediate vicinity of the heme ligands. Also, the three internal water molecules are implicated in redox sensitivity. The residues found to change are in good but not perfect agreement with prior X-ray diffraction observations of subangstrom redox-related displacements in the tuna protein. The chemical shift discrepancies observed appear in the main to reflect structure-dependent diamagnetic shifts rather than hyperfine effects due to displacements in the pseudocontact shift field. Although 51 protons in 29 different residues exhibit significant chemical shift changes, the general impression is one of small structural adjustments to redox-dependent strain rather than sizeable structural displacements or rearrangements.